CONFERENCE TABLES

VOX®  METRONOME™  GATEWAY™  CONE  ARABESQUE  GRIP
Gateway™
Conference and Stand-Alone Tables are an excellent solution for boardrooms and meeting areas alike. Gateway™ includes multiple table options from large conference tables to lounge tables and media tables that also integrates flexible power, data and video connectivity.

Design: busk + hertzog
Gateway™ tables are offered in all standard Nienkämper veneers, plastic laminate finishes and low iron glass. The table bases are available in mirror polished aluminum and five anodized finishes: clear, champagne, light bronze, bronze and black.
Arabesque
Design: Mouna & Silvio Russo

Cone Table
Simplicity at its Best

Cone Table
Elegant and sculptural. Understated and timeless. The Cone Table blends effortlessly into any environment and is the perfect compliment to any modern or classic interior. Ideal as a small meeting table, the Cone Table is available in a variety of sizes and finishes. The Cone Table can also be specified with optional power and data to support technology demands.

Design: Nienkämper
Metronome™
Detailed to perfection, Metronome™ Tables are the new touchstone for conference, training and meeting rooms. The sophisticated styling of the leg and top surface imparts a clean modern design aesthetic that will effortlessly complement any corporate interior.

Simplicity and sophistication are key elements of the Metronome™ Table Collection. The carefully tailored table legs are available in clear anodized aluminum with polished aluminum details at the top and bottom or fully polished aluminum. Tops are available in all standard Nienkämper veneers and plastic laminates.

Design: figforty
Metronome™ Table, Omada™ Chairs
Design: figforty
Vox®
Often copied. Never reproduced. Vox Conference Tables remain the vanguard of design for the rooms in which people meet.

Vox® Conference Tables are available in infinite shapes and sizes. With Vox®, you can specify the table bases that best suit your needs — cable-concealing Duo, Tri, Quad, Access Panel base, T-leg bases and slim, graceful Taper bases.

Design: Mark Müller
Taper Base
VOX® Conference Tables have the flexibility to meet the demands of today’s ever changing technology anywhere in the world.
Vox®

Veneer layouts can be customized to suit any requirement; including inlays and patterns.

All tables have a 3/8” solid solid wood edge that is veneer wrapped creating a seamless finish.
Grip

Design: Troels Grum-Schwensen